Greetings from the Program Director
Summer 2020 has the potential to be the most memorable in
camping history. Amidst the uncertainty and challenges of the
COVID19 pandemic, we are Scouting On!
This guide is an excellent starting point for answering all your
summer camp questions. And, as our understanding continues
to evolve, changes are inevitable. Stay tuned to our website
and social media as new information becomes available.
Our program this year focuses on the institution of campsite
“cohorts” that will experience the program as a self-contained
unit – your own private summer camp experience! Scouts will
still shoot and canoe; still tie knots and watch birds. They will
also have the chance to dive deeply into the patrol method and
grow as individuals.

Pre-Camp Communications
A Virtual Camp Townhall meeting was held on Tuesday,
June 23 at 7pm. Topics included the new program, health
and safety measures, and answers to questions
submitted ahead of time. The session was recorded and
is available on our website.
We will also be announcing at least one additional Virtual
Leader’s Meeting to discuss specific logistical issues as we
continue to approach camp.

This summer, camp will be different…and it will be great!

Each unit can expect to be personally contacted at least
10 days in advance by Camp Leadership to share any new
updates, and answer questions personally.

Yours in Scouting,

We’ll talk to you soon!

JoLynn Garrett
Program Director
jolynn@firemtn.org

Sunday Start Day 1 Schedule

Pre-Screening Information

12 – 3 pm Check-in begins. Troops will have staggered arrival times.

In an effort to minimize illness at camp we ask that families

12 – 5 pm Move into campsite/camp tour/swim checks

check on the health of their camper(s) daily beginning 14 days

5:00 pm

prior to camp.

SM/SPL Meeting in Campfire Bowl

5 – 7 pm Meal Prep, Flag Ceremonies, Dinner in campsites
7:00 pm

Please collect the Pre-Camp Health Screening form for every

Staff visits to campsites

camper before departing for camp and submit with your other

7 – 9 pm Swim checks, Review quest schedules, Dessert

troop paperwork on arrival at camp.

10:00 pm Lights out

The Pre-Camp Health Screening form verifies that all campers

Annual Health and Medical Record – Med Forms!
We know that scheduling a Doctor’s visit right now can be
tough. National BSA has provided the following options for
Scouts for the Summer 2020 Camp Season

(adults and youth) have neither had, nor been exposed to, any
symptoms from the following list:

Option 1: A complete med form, with Parts A, B, and C signed
within 12 months of the start of camp.
Option 2: A complete med form, with Parts A and B signed
within 2 weeks of the start of camp, and Part C signed on
or after February 1, 2019.
Option 3: A mixed med form, with Parts A and B signed within
2 weeks of the start of camp, and any Physical form
(school, sports, well-child) signed by a doctor on or after
February 1, 2019.

•

Cough

•

Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing

•

Fever (100.4°F or higher)

•

Chills

•

Muscle Pain

•

Sore throat

•

New loss of taste or smell

•

Nausea

•

Vomiting

•

Diarrhea
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Check-In Paperwork

Adult Requirements

❑ Unit roster – 2 copies (one for medic, one for admin)
Include youth and all adults you expect during the week.
❑ BSA annual health and medical record – completed for all
individuals staying in camp for the week or just part of the
week. Parts A & B are completed by a parent or guardian,
and Part C must be completed by a licensed medical
practitioner. See the med forms section on page 1 for
more details and alternatives.
❑ YPT Aging Report for your unit – This report proves that
adults in camp are registered and currently Youth
Protection-trained. Print from My.Scouting. (Menu → YPT
Reports → Export to PDF)
❑ Refund request form – for last minute cancellations or no
shows.
❑ Receipts for recent payments/camp statement – in case of
discrepancies with camp’s payment report.
❑ Method of payment for outstanding fees – check, cash or
credit card accepted.

Troops must maintain 2-deep leadership in camp, even
when sharing a campsite, unless prior arrangements are
made with the camp director. Two adults must be at least
21 years old, BSA registered and trained. All additional
adults must be at least 18 and have Youth Protection
training.

Arrival at Camp – A Few Reminders
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Troop arrival times will be staggered between 12:00
and 3:00pm on Sunday. Please do your best to arrive
at your assigned time. You will be met in the parking
lot by camp staff.
In the parking lot, all passengers should remain in cars.
When directed, passengers can leave vehicles and
walk to assigned Screening area. Maintain physical
distancing between travel groups through the
screening process.
After completing the screening process, campers can
pick up personal gear and prepare to leave on the
welcome tour. Troop gear should be consolidated into
one vehicle for transport to campsite.
After dropping off personal gear in your campsite, the
Scoutmaster or other designated adult should head to
the Admin Building with all check-in paperwork and
medical forms. All other adults should accompany the
troop on the camp tour.
One vehicle per unit will be allowed in camp to drop
off troop gear. Please consolidate gear into one
vehicle per troop. All vehicles must be returned to the
parking lot after unloading. Trailers may be parked
near campsite.
Swim checks will be scheduled based on arrival time
and camp and completion of administrative check-in.
Swim checks can be completed at camp OR may be
completed by the unit using the Pre-Camp Swim Check
form attached to this guide. Campers who do not pass
or complete their swim check during check-in may
retake the swim test during any open program.
Any adults who are going to check out boats must take
the swim test and be classified as a swimmer.

BSA national policy requires that any adult present 72
hours (not necessarily consecutive) must be registered in
BSA with a completed criminal background check (CBC)
and current Youth Protection Training (YPT). Note that a
CBC may take up to 2 weeks to come back, so plan
accordingly.
Troops must provide documentation at check-in showing
current BSA registration for all adult staying 72 hours or
more and current YPT for ALL adults who will be in camp
during the week.
It is preferable to maintain consistency in adult
leadership while at camp. However, we understand that
work schedules sometimes necessitate rotating
leadership during the week. Due to our COVID19 Camp
Plan, all adults who arrive at camp mid-week must
complete the same Pre-Camp Health Screening as all
campers.
Adults who leave camp mid-week may only return to
camp with permission of Camp Management.
Any arrivals/departures should be scheduled so that
there are always two unit adults present at camp in
compliance with BSA Youth Protection policy.
Under no circumstances may a troop be left without
adult leadership at camp.

Troop Guides and Commissioners
A troop guide will be assigned to your campsite for the
duration of your stay. The troop guide will lead your
Scouts on a tour of camp upon arrival, visit your Scouts
throughout the week, bring the troop’s mail, and support
your SPL’s leadership.
The commissioner will work primarily with the adult
leaders and is responsible for multiple campsites and
troops. They serve as a resource for adult leaders and
help facilitate the patrol method and youth leadership
within units. They also operate our Pathfinder (First-year
Scout) and hiking programs at camp.
Commissioners can be found…wandering camp. If you
need assistance, contact admin and we will notify your
commissioner.
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Uniforms
Show you are proud to be in Scouting as you wear
the official Scout uniform. All Scouts are expected to
properly wear (buttoned and tucked) the official
field uniform while traveling to and from camp.
Uniforms will be worn during morning and evening
flag ceremonies. Shorts, t-shirts, and other camp

clothing may be worn to the noon meals. Swimsuits
are NOT allowed in the dining hall at any time.
Adults are encouraged to wear proper uniforms to
set the example. Closed toe shoes MUST be worn in
camp AT ALL TIMES, even to and from the
waterfront and shower houses.

Hollander Hall
Senior Patrol Leader
Newsletter
Your Senior Patrol Leader (SPL) will
play an important role in your troop’s
daily camp life.
It is important that your Senior Patrol
Leader stays up to date with the
happenings of camp. At lunch pick-up
every day, a newsletter will be in your
Unit mailbox at Admin. SPLs need to
be sure to check the mailbox daily.

Leader’s Meetings

Commissary and Kitchen
No meals will be eaten in the dining hall this summer. Instead, Hollander Hall
will serve as the commissary, providing meals in 3 different ways:
Ready-Made Meals
About half of breakfasts and dinners will be prepared by our kitchen
staff and delivered ready-to-eat to your campsite. Ready-Made
Breakfasts will be delivered by 8:00am, and Ready-Made Dinners will be
delivered by 6:00pm. Deliveries will include 1 or more coolers – with ice
as appropriate – and 1 or more food bins.
Cook-in-Site Meals
About half of breakfasts and dinners will be prepared by your troop in
your campsite. Each of these meals can be cooked over an open fire with
either a cast iron skillet or Dutch oven and basic utensils. However,
troops are encouraged to bring cooking supplies that their scouts are
comfortable using. Cook-in-site Breakfasts will be delivered by 7:00am
and Cook-in-Site Dinners will be delivered by 5:00pm.

A leaders’ orientation meeting will be
held for Scoutmasters and Senior
Patrol Leaders on Sunday afternoon at
5:00 in the campfire bowl. Leaders can
expect to be back to their troops in
time for evening flags.
A second meeting will be held Friday
morning with the information your
troop will need as your week at camp
comes to a close. You will also have an
opportunity at this meeting to review
advancement paperwork and receive
medical forms and camp patches.
During the lunch pick-up daily, Camp
Leadership will be available at the
museum for drop-in meetings with
any unit leader as needed.

Cook in Campsite Meals:
Monday Breakfast: Pancakes
Tuesday Dinner: Tacos
• You cook the meat; we’ll cook everything else!
Wednesday Dinner: Beef Stew
Thursday Breakfast: French Toast
Friday Breakfast: Camp Omelet
• Dump everything into a lined Dutch oven, let it bake!
Lunch
Lunch will be prepared in to-go containers, and available at several
distribution points around camp. Cohorts can pick up their lunches and
carry them to their preferred dining locale.
Scoutmaster Lounge
The Scoutmaster Lounge is located off the back deck of Hollander Hall. It is
always open for adult leader use. All physical distancing protocols – including
face coverings – apply. Complimentary coffee, tea, cocoa, and cider are
available for adult consumption.
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Health Lodge
The health lodge is located under the museum on the
northeast side of the building. A medic is available 24 hours a
day. Campers with health concerns, injuries or medical
emergencies should report to the camp medic. If the medic is
not in the office, go to admin where someone will radio the
medic. If there is an emergency at night, there is an emergency
phone roster posted on the health lodge door.
Illness
One of the greatest health concerns at camp is the introduction
and spread of viral infections. If a Scout or adult leader exhibits
fever, vomiting, diarrhea, chills, sweats, etc. or other health
concerns (especially contagious issues like pink eye or staph
infections) bring them to the health lodge as quickly as possible
to be assessed by the camp medic. If the situation warrants it,
the patient will be sent home so the illness/condition doesn’t
spread. The unit is expected to arrange prompt transportation
for the Scout or adult leader.
If a Scout or adult leader has been sick within 48 hours prior to
their expected camp arrival, do not bring that individual to
camp. They are still considered contagious. If a Scout or adult
leader is unable to come to camp the first day or is sent home
after their arrival, they can come/return to camp 48 hours after
the last flu-like or contagious symptom ceases. If a member of
your troop misses some or all of camp due to illness, a partial
or full refund can be requested

COVID-19 Camp Plan
Our operational and program planning for Summer 2020
is based on guidance from:
• National BSA Outdoor Adventures Department
• CDC “Guidance for Youth and Summer Camps
• American Camping Association’s “Field Guide for
Camps”
• Consultation with the Skagit County Public Health
Department
• Mount Baker Council Health Supervisor
Pre-Screening
Every individual at camp will complete a 2-week “PreCamp Health Screening” before arrival. Form at the end
of the program guide
At Check-In, all participants will receive a temperature
check and symptom screening from camp medical staff in
the parking lot.
• Any potentially symptomatic campers will be sent
home
• As will everyone in their vehicle.
• If the Pre-Screening form was clear, full refunds will
be offered to anyone sent home with a fever.

See the business manager for a refund request form and turn it
in prior to departing camp.
Hand Washing
The primary means by which disease is spread is improper or
lack of hand washing. The SPL and adults are responsible for
ensuring a proper hand washing routine is followed in their
troop, especially before each meal. There is a hand-washing
station on either side of the dining hall. Wash properly with
soap and running water throughout your stay, particularly
before meals, after handling ammunition at the ranges, and
after using the bathroom or kybos.
Medication
Adult leaders may retain possession of all medication for their
Scouts provided they are kept in a secure location.
Refrigeration is available in the health lodge for medication
that needs to be kept cool.
EpiPens and rescue inhalers must be kept with their owner.
Special needs forms need to be submitted by July 1 for all
mobility and medical issues and dietary needs. Electricity is not
available in any of the campsites. CPAP users will need to bring
a portable battery system. See the leaders’ guide for details.
The special needs form is located in camp forms at
www.mountbakerbsa.org and on the troop’s camp reservation
page on Black Pug.

Sanitation/Cleanliness
Handwashing is one of the most important factors in
preventing the spread of COVID-19. We have installed
additional handwashing stations throughout camp –
encourage your scouts to use them!
We have purchased new equipment and chemicals,
compliant with CDC guidelines, to keep all spaces and
surfaces sanitized and disinfected.
Designated custodial staff will clean public spaces,
showers, and bathrooms multiple times daily.
Physical Distancing
All campers assigned to a particular campsite will form a
“Cohort,” and experience camp as a self-contained unit.
Scouts or Leaders from different cohorts should never
mix, nor enter the 6-foot “bubble” of physical distancing.
Even within a cohort, Scouts are encouraged to practice
physical distancing as much as possible, and wear masks
and other PPE as appropriate. For more details about our
COVID-19 Camp Plan, see the June 2020 Program Update
at: www.mountbakerbsa.org.
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Fire Mountain: A Destination Camp
This summer Fire Mountain will host campers from within
Mount Baker Council, throughout Western Washington,
and across the state. We have troops and Scouts joining
us from Oregon, California, and Florida.
All participants at camp will observe the same Pre-Camp
Health Screenings and will observe the physical
distancing guidelines as part of their Cohort.

What to Bring to Camp
Put your name and troop number on everything so
misplaced items can be easily located in Lost & Found.
Scouts and Leaders should plan to bring one or more face
coverings (masks, buffs, etc.) to help observe physical
distancing guidelines. Troops should plan to bring
additional PPE gear that may be needed, including
disposable gloves, extra masks, and hand sanitizer.

Per CDC and Skagit Public Health Department guidance,
our risk mitigation plan has been deemed sufficient even
with these out-of-town guests.

Troop/Patrol Gear

Camp Staff as a Cohort
Just as all those within a campsite will form a single
cohort to experience camp, the Fire Mountain Camp Staff
will form its own cohort.
Members of different cohorts should never mix, and that
makes it tough for some staff members to operate their
programs normally.

Props for Skits

Troop Flag

Dutch Oven (optional)

Patrol Flag(s)

Charcoal Briquettes (optional)

Lanterns

Axe-Yard Supplies

Tarps

Camp Cook Gear

Rope

Troop First Aid Kit

Personal Gear

We have been exploring these challenges for months
now and have a workable plan in all areas to avoid or
mitigate instances where “closer contact” is unavoidable.
Please be sure to listen closely to instruction when
working with staff members – familiar procedures may
have changed.

Staff Members as Facilitators
In daily program, you will interact with staff members
serving in the role of a facilitator, rather than an
instructor.
Expect staff members to offer demonstrations and
suggestions, provide access to equipment and supplies,
and observe activities for safety and support.
Unless there is an immediate threat to health and safety,
do not expect staff members to break the physical
distancing guidelines.

National Flag

Current Med Form

Underwear (1 per day)

Swimsuit & Towel

Socks (1 pair per day)

Spending Money

Hiking Boots

Backpack

Extra Shoes

Daypack

Class A Uniform (Hanger)

Sleeping Bag

OA Sash (if member)

Sleeping Pad

Canteen/Water Bottle

Pillow

Flashlight/extra batteries

Sweatshirt/Jacket

Scout Knife

Raingear

Pencil/Notepad

Hat

Boy Scout Handbook

T-Shirts

Watch

Pants

First Aid Kit

Shorts

Sunscreen

Mask/Face Covering Insect Repellant

Toiletries

Remember that our staff will interact with four weeks of
campers this summer and will be mindful of the safety of
every Scout they serve.
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Comb/Brush
Toothbrush/Toothpaste
Deodorant

Admin

Wi-Fi

The James E. West Administration Building – “Admin” – is
located on the main road into camp, north of the
climbing tower. This is where the Camp Director and
Program Director offices are located.

Cell phone service around
camp is strong and should
be sufficient for most basic
needs.

As part of the COVID19 Camp Plan, only adult leaders
should come to Admin. Please knock on the door and
wait for a staff member before entering. Admin is
traditionally a busy and public place; our goal is to
minimize or eliminate the potential for exposure in this
building.

Wireless internet is
available around Admin upon request for adult and staff
use only. Adults must bring their own devices, and please
limit use to 20 minutes per day for email only. Bandwidth
is limited, and many of our administrative and program
functions require access.

Trading Post

Lost & Found

The trading post at Fire Mountain Scout Camp offers a
wide range of items to meet most of a Scouts needs,
including: craft kits, whistles, lacing/paracord, hats, tshirts, belts, archery supplies, snacks, ice cream, drinks,
flashlights, Scout knives, fire starters, camp equipment,
walking sticks, sunscreen, insect repellent, stamps, and
batteries.

If you are missing items, please check the area(s) where
you think you may have last had them as well as the big
green wooden “Lost & Found” box located outside the
health lodge.

About $75 per Scout should be sufficient to meet most
souvenir and other needs while at camp. Cash,
credit/debit cards, and checks are accepted.

Please check back often as your items may turn up
throughout the week. If you find an item, please turn it in
to any staff member, or your unit leader – who can bring
it to admin.

In order to observe physical distancing measures, only 5
people will be allowed in the Trading Post at once. It may
be difficult to drop in at the trading post during transition
times. Look at the “Troop Time Quests” below to learn
how to schedule some solo time.

Valuable items (sunglasses, watches, wallets, cash,
knives, etc.) will be kept safe in the admin building.

At the end of camp, remaining Lost & Found items are
taken to the Everett Service Center.
After November 1, all unclaimed items will be donated.

Flag Ceremonies
Order of the Arrow
Thursday is OA day at camp. OA members are encouraged to show their
lodge spirit by wearing OA t-shirts throughout the day and displaying
their OA sash with their field uniform.
Several members of the Sikhs Mox Lamonti Executive Committee are on
staff and are willing to speak to your unit about the Order of the Arrow
and how it can benefit your Scouts and your unit. Ask in admin to be put
in touch with a Lodge Officer.

This summer, to avoid large gatherings of
our campers, all flag ceremonies will be
conducted by individual cohorts in their
campsites.
As part of the breakfast and dinner
deliveries, you will receive a daily Flag
Ceremony Resource Page with daily
trivia, song suggestions, daily
announcements, and much more!
All Scouts and leaders are encouraged to
wear their full Field Uniform during Flag
Ceremonies.
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Ride the Fire Mountain Zip Line!

Campfire Programs!

Troop Zip
Race your buddy down the longest dual zip line in
Washington State. All campers and registered adult
leaders will have an opportunity to ride the zip line during
this evening activity. If you are old enough to spend the
week at camp, you are old enough to ride the zip line!
Sanitation
Our Council COPE & Climbing committee has completed
extensive research into how we can effectively sanitize
zip equipment between use. All soft and hard surfaces
will be disinfected between every cohort.
Restrictions
In accordance with national policies, Fire Mountain Scout
Camp will strictly enforce weight restrictions on the zip
line. For the safety of both riders and staff, the minimum
weight is 65 pounds, and the maximum allowable weight
for zip is 275 pounds.

Fire Mountain Bingo
During the week, every Scout and Leader will have the
chance to complete BRAVE Bingo: 25 activities designed
to help any Scout add spice to their week whenever they
need it.
Complete a line of 5 to qualify to purchase a special patch
in the trading post.
Complete a full blackout to receive that patch for free!

This summer, to avoid large gatherings of our campers,
we will be offering two modified campfire programs for
your delight and amazement!
Travelling Campfire Show
One evening, Monday through Thursday, a theatrical
troupe of staff members will visit your cohort in your
campsite to put on a traditional campfire program. Be
prepared to sing along to the songs, laugh until you cry at
the skits, and generally enjoy yourself a whole heck of a
lot.
Virtual Family Campfire
Everyone is sorry that families will not be able to visit
camp on Friday Night and enjoy the traditional Closing
Campfire. So instead, we’re bringing the campfire to your
family!
During the week,
every unit will
have the
opportunity to
submit one (or
more) videos of a
troop song, skit,
stunt, or story to the virtual campfire. We will combine
these submissions into a special presentation which will
be broadcast live on Friday night.
Enjoy one last camp show at home with your family!

The Great Cohort Challenge

Evening Activities

Throughout the week, find opportunities to challenge
your teamwork as you compete against other cohorts in
The Great Cohort Challenge.
Find Cohort Challenge events throughout camp and do
your best to complete them. High scores, fastest times,
and greatest feats will be recorded on the central
scoreboard. You can attempt each event as often as you
like and keep raising that score!
Top teams will be announced at the end of the week,
with the Greatest Cohort earning the right to add their
totem to the Cultus Chicken after the Barbeque on
Friday.

Just because you’ve had a fabulous Fire Mountain dinner
doesn’t mean the fun has to end. One night you’ll ride
the zipline and another you’ll host the Travelling
Campfire. That leaves plenty of space for more fun!
As part of your Patrol Leader’s Council meeting on
Sunday night, you’ll have the chance to select a couple
more amazing and exciting activities to round out your
week.
Activities include special crafts projects, evening hikes,
night fishing, and much more.
Be sure your Scoutmaster and Senior Patrol Leader
attend the leader’s meeting at 5pm on Sunday to learn all
the details!
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Daily Program at Camp: Quests

Pathfinders

During the week, Monday thru Thursday, the day is
divided into 3 two-hour activity blocks. During each
activity block, your troop can select a “Quest” activity to
attend and complete.
Quests cover a wide range of possibilities and are loosely
grouped into the same program areas we have always
had: Aquatics, Shooting Sports, Nature, Outdoor Skills,
Handicrafts, Pathfinders, and Specialty Programs.
Each cohort will be attending their Quests as a group.
Therefore, we have designed activities that should be
accessible for your youngest Scouts, but still engage your
older Scouts.
At one week before arriving at camp, every troop should
submit a completed “Quest Re-Quest Form” to us at
https://www.tinyurl.com/fmquests-2020. This request
form should include your top 12 picks for Quests for your
troop, along with at least 3 alternates.
We will do our best to schedule all your choices during
the week but may need to dip into your alternate
selections depending on the full list of Cohort selections.
In the following pages, you’ll find 30 different Quest
activities that can engage and challenge your Scouts. We
also know that we haven’t thought of everything. Notice
the “Troop Time” section, and your chance to write in
some downtime during the week or build your own
activity beyond our imagination. We may not be able to
accommodate everything, but we’ll do our best to work
with you to make your dreams come true!

The first-year Scout program at Fire Mountain is called
Pathfinders. For Scouts who are just setting foot on the
Trail to Eagle, this is where they find their home in camp.
Research has shown that 60% of Scouts at camp any
given summer will be attending for their first year. We
know that Scouts who reach First Class within the first 1218 months of
joining will
receive lifelong
benefits from
their experience –
and are far more
likely to go on to
higher ranks
including Eagle
Scout.
Pathfinders is designed with these facts in mind.
In the Quest descriptions below, you’ll find 3 Pathfinder
quests built around Woods Tools Use, Knots and
Lashings, and Map and Compass Skills. These three topics
are crowd favorites, and often in high demand.
If your troop would like to visit the Pathfinders area for
skill building in any other area, please select the “Choose
Your Own Adventure” quest and tell us what you want to
do. Our Pathfinders Staff are eager to help build the
program that your troop needs and wants.

Please note, due to our COVID19 Camp Plan, we will not
be able to offer completion of the 1st Class “Lifeguard
Skills” requirements.
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Air Rifles and Throwing Axes
Hatchet throwing is a lost art! Our shooting sports staff
will teach you how to set up a range then demonstrate
techniques for throwing hatchets. Scouts will also have a
chance to use pellet rifles during this quest. This is a fun,
physically challenging sport!

Basketry Project
Far more than rushing through to meet a requirement,
the art of basketry is varied and beautifully complex.
Work on either of two different basket projects from our
Trading Post and build your own skills in this classic art.
Projects cost approximately $6-$10.

Rifle Shooting
The rifle range is a cool place to spend a couple hours.
Scouts will learn essential range safety rules and develop
their marksmanship during their visit. Can you join the
Fire Mountain Dime Club? Can your cohort earn the
highest average score of the week? Test your aim at the
rifle range! Cost is $3 per shooter.

Leatherwork Project
A leather item that has been well cared for is truly a
treasure. Functional items like a knife sheath, a belt, or a
pair of moccasins will serve their creator well for years to
come. Complete beginners and near masters can and will
enjoy this crafting time. Projects cost approximately $6 to
$10.

Archery
Our Olympic sized archery range is a great spot to
practice your skills. Our experienced staff will help scouts
learn the rules of the range, different kinds of bows, and
how to use them. They will get plenty of time to shoot!

Woodcarving Project
Every Scout should whittle. Whether carving a
neckerchief slide, a walking stick, or a simple spoon; the
satisfaction that comes from finishing a project should
not be underestimated. Our staff members will help you
hone every cut, or to make your first shaving. Projects
cost approximately $6 to $10.

Competitive Archery
Sporting arrows is a competitive and dynamic sport
usually only offered during special events at camp. This
summer scouts can try to hit that flying target! Our
LaPorte machine launches disks into the air giving scouts
a chance to shoot Flu Flu arrows into it. It’s harder than it
looks!
Roaming Slingshot Range
Enjoy some troop bonding and development roaming
through one of our large camporee fields. We have put
together an action course that winds the scouts along a
trail. They use slingshots to aim on a variety of targets.
The course is set up to the highest safety standards and is
a fun way to compete with your troop. Staff will
demonstrate range safety and skills then this becomes a
troop led activity.

Pathfinders – Paul Bunyan Woodsman Award
For many Scouts, the Totin’ Chip is the beginning and end
of their accomplishments with woods tools. Time to strap
on your lumberjack boots and take another step or
twelve! Learn skills to apply on your next 50-miler,
conservation project, or Eagle Scout project and earn the
coolest award in Scouting (It’s a huge axe!).
Pathfinders – All Tied Up!
Did you learn that square lashing for First Class, and then
promptly forget it? Are you a Life Scout who can’t tie a
bowline? Is this your first year, and you’re still waiting to
figure out the different between a Square and a Granny?
Practice these foundational Scouting skills or learn them
for the first time from our staff specialists.
Pathfinders – Land Navigation 1 and 2
Do you know where you’re going? How about where
you’ve been? Learn how to find your bearings or build
your knowledge into true skill. Spend a couple hours in
our Skills Course (Land Nav 1) or head out into the woods
on an orienteering adventure (Land Nav 2). Never
fear…we haven’t lost anyone yet!
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Eco-Exploration
Nature journaling is a naturalist technique that
encourages visitors to observe and record their
experiences in the environment in different ways. Scouts
will bring their journals on a guided exploration of the
various ecosystems at Fire Mountain. Scouts will have
access to marshland, lowland forest, and old growth
conifers to explore and use as inspiration. Trail etiquette
and other Leave No Trace principals will be included.
Eco-Adventure
Scouts will use their nature journals to catalog and
describe 15 species of trees, habitats, and importance to
humans, wildlife, and world. This quest is a walking and
learning experience that will take the scout into forested
areas, the camps watershed, areas of water erosion and
conservation. During this 2-hour quest, scouts will learn
aspects of Soil and Water Conservation and Forestry.
However, the adventure is in the discovery of FMSC
enchanted forests!
The Natural World
The first ranks in Scouts explore friendly, and not so
friendly, plants and animals. This Quest will allow any
rank of scout to learn about the web of life and food
chains, identify plants and mammals at FMSC, and study
our unique geological features. This quest focuses on
teaching our scouts to listen, look, and appreciate our
natural world.
Rocketeering
Who doesn’t enjoy launching rockets? Our staff will help
scouts build a rocket in their campsite then launch them
in Kit Carson field. Our staff are very knowledgeable
about space so the scouts will learn much more than
merely “rocketeering.”
Willigan’s Island
One of the most diverse ecosystems at Fire Mountain
Scout Camp is the Beaver Pond. Not only do The
Willigan’s, our beaver family, have a lodge in the pond,
scouts can see their handiwork around the perimeter by
following beaver trails to the 3 substantial dams. Adults
with Safety Afloat training can help scouts out on the row
boats for an up-close tour through the pond. Please bring
your life jacket if you would like to use the row boats.

Pioneering
Ropes and knots are one of the earliest tools that
humanity mastered. Spend a couple hours honing your
lashing skills by building a variety of campsite projects
that are functional and convenient.
Super-Pioneering
If you’re ready to step out of the shadows, bending your
pioneering knowledge to something truly grand, then this
quest is for you. You may have seen photos of Scouts
building giant towers, lengthy bridges, or fantastical toys
with naught but spars and rope. Get your cameras ready
because you’re building BIG in this quest!
Discovery
Geocaching is easy, right? Just pick a cache and walk
there. As any devotee will tell you, the adventure is in the
journey. We have a variety of caches hidden around
camp to amuse and delight those dedicated enough to
find them. Set off on your own journey of discovery!
Fishing
Bring your poles or use ours to practice your fishing skills.
Why is it called fishing, not catching? Because it takes
patience, practice, and persistence!
Fly Fishing
If you need a little more action in your fishing experience,
we will have our fly rods out. These rods are set up to
cast and pull back wet flies that our hungry rainbow trout
love.
Search & Rescue
Maybe a better name is “Advanced Hide & Seek?” Learn
how responders set up a search grid, then venture into
the undergrowth to find a missing hiker. Build your skills
as you race against the clock. Can your team find our lost
hiker the fastest? Will everyone return safely?
Advanced Fire Building
Do you still need newspaper and a dozen matches to
start a fire, or can you just look at a pile of tinder and
make it instantly catch flame? Learn about nifty firestarting tools like a fire piston and a bow drill and see if
you can level up your mastery of fire!
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Marina 1: The Paddling
Paddling Lake Challenge is a great way to see camp from
another point of view. Scouts can choose to take out
canoes, kayaks, rowboats, or sailboats. They can also
choose to take out a giant blue river raft! Staff will
demonstrate proper techniques and help scouts navigate
out of the marina. Adults are strongly encouraged to
have taken Safety Afloat. We are also encouraging scouts
to bring their own PFD. In order the use kayaks or
sailboats, you must be ranked “swimmer.” In order to use
the Sailboats, Scouts must already have the merit badge,
or demonstrate strong sailing skills.
Marina 2: Aquatic Boogaloo
The Beach @ FMSC will be our second marina this
summer. At this marina canoes and paddleboards will be
featured. Adults are strongly encouraged to have taken
Safety Afloat. We are also encouraging scouts to bring
their own PFD. In order to use the paddleboards, you
must be ranked “swimmer.”
NOTE: Unfortunately, due to our COVID19 Camp Plan, we
are unable to offer an “Open Swim” activity. The
requirements of Safe Swim Defense cannot be met while
keeping everybody safe.
We will be able to conduct 1-1 swim checks for ability
grouping on Sunday, or your troop can complete the “PreCamp Swim Check Form” and submit it upon arrival at
camp.

Take a Break
Does your troop appreciate the value of relaxing in the
shade and catching your breath? Sling some hammocks
and just hang out? Tell us when you need some down
time and we’ll keep your schedule clear.

Mountain Biking
Have a bike you would like to break out? Our cycling staff
will show scouts how to navigate mountain bike trails and
follow safety rules while having a blast. Camp has limited
equipment, so Scouts should bring their own helmets,
safety gear, and bikes if the whole troop wants to ride.
Adults are encouraged to participate!
Hiking
Want to explore? The trails around and about camp are a
great start, and we’ve also got some great vistas to hike
towards. We can guide you or you can roam on your own.
Our staff can demonstrate different techniques for Leave
No Trace, how to tie your shoes to avoid blisters, and
many other great tricks.
Hiking 1 – 2 hours
Take a leisurely walk out to Crystal Falls and explore
portions of the newly re-opened Fire Mountain Historical
Trail. We’ve also got a 5-mile course that can meet that
2nd class requirement for those who need it.
Hiking 2 – 4 hours
Head up to the Devil’s Rock Garden, or Donkey Vista.
These hikes involve some elevation gain and will put a
burn in your muscles. Hikers should have sturdy shoes, at
least a liter of water, and their 10 essentials.
Hiking 3 – 6+ hours
Spend your day walking up a mountain! Nearby Table
Mountain (3,325 ft.) is a great peak, with a wellestablished trail and a perfect first “mountain-top
experience” for your troop. Or, head to “Split Rock,” a
geological oddity that will amaze and astound! Take a
packed lunch and spend the whole day on the trail!

Choose your own Adventure
Have an idea for something you’d like to do that we
haven’t thought of? Want to put your own program
together? Tell us what you’re thinking of, and we will see
how we can support your plans.
NOTE: If you would like scheduled time for your Scouts to
visit the Trading Post, let us know in your request and we
can schedule that during your Troop Time.
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